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Streaming Statistics An IT-security friend of yours wants a high-speed algorithm to count
the number of distinct incoming IP-addresses in his router to help detect denial of service attacks.
Can you help him?

Dense Set Hashing A set S ⊆ U = {0, . . . , u − 1} is called dense if |S| = Θ(u). Suggest a
simple and efficient dictionary data structure for dense sets.

Graph Adjacency Let G be a graph with n vertices and m edges. We want represent G
efficiently and support the following operation:

• adjacent(v, w): Return true if nodes v are w are adjacent and false otherwise.

Solve the following exercises:

• Analyse the space and query time in terms of n and m for the classic adjacency matrix and
adjacency list representation.

• Design a data structure that improves both the adjacency matrix and adjacency list.

Multi-Set Hashing A multi-set is a set M , where each element may occur multiple times.
Design an efficient data structure supporting the following operations:

• add(x): Add an(other) occurrence of x to M .

• remove(x): Remove an occurrence of x from M . If x does not occur in M do nothing.

• report(x): Return the number of occurrences of x.

Dynamic Arrays and Dynamic Dictionaries We are interested in a dynamic data structure
that supports the following array-type operations.

• init: Create an array A of length 1.

• update(i, x): Set A[i] = x.

• lookup(i): Return A[i].

• enlarge: Increase the length of A by 1.

We are interested in a data structure that starting with an array of length 1 executes any sequence
of the above operations efficiently, i.e., the time for particular operation may be large but the total
time for a sequence of operations should be small. Solve the following exercises.

1. Show how to support any sequence of k operations in total time O(k). This space of the
data structure should be linear in the length of the array at all times.

2. Show how to use the above data structure to implement dynamic dictionaries efficiently in
O(|S|) space instead of O(N) space.
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Basic Probability Theory Refresh Bonus In case your knowledge of probability theory is
rusty. Solve the following self-help exercises.

1. Prove linearity of expectation.

2. Prove that the expectation of the indicator function for h(x) = h(y) (1 if h(x) = h(y) and
0 otherwise) is equal to the probability that h(x) = h(y).

3. Show that the expected number of trials to get a perfect hashing function using an array of
size N2 is ≤ 2.

Mandatory Exercise: Set Intersection Let S = S1, . . . , Sk be non-empty sets of integers,
Si ⊆ U = {0, . . . , u− 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The total size of the sets is n. We want a data structure for
S that supports the following operation:

• intersect(i, j): Return yes if Si ∩ Sj 6= ∅ and no otherwise.

Solve the following exercises.

1. Give a data structure that uses O(k2) space and supports fast intersect queries. The query
time for an intersect query should be o(n), i.e., asymptotically faster than n.

2. Give a data structure that uses O(n) space and supports fast queries. Hint: A good solution
has a query time that depends on the size of one of the input sets to the intersect query.
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